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INTRODUCTION
One way in which mathematics has informed mod-
ern musical composition is through the use of algo-
rithms. To compose algori thmically one begins with
a sequence of numbers and maps the terms of the se-
quence into various musical parameters such as pitch,
d uration , d ynamics and even timbre. Students of
Arnold Schoenberg 0874-1951) and Anton von
Webern (1883-1945) are credited with first using this
composition technique whose incipient stage was
known as serialism [4, p. 544]. More recently compos·
ers have been employing iterated function systems
and cha os theory (e.g., In [3], [5]) to produce music.
Little is written, however, about the influence which
music has had on mathematics. This article describes
how the creation of a musical composition suggested
a theore m concern ing the Fibonacci sequence:
{t, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, .. .j
THE FIBONACCI COMPOSITION
One can crea te a very simple example of algorithmic
music by associating the terms of the Fibonacci se-
quence wi th notes on a keyboard. In the example that
follows, no attention is paid to timbre, dynamics, or
duration; unless otherwise specified, each note is taken
to be a quarter note. Of course sin ce there are more
terms in the Fibonacci sequence than there are keys
on a keyboard , a more reasonable association would
ma p the terms of the Fibonacci sequence modulo
m E Z, the set of in tegers, to the keyboard keys. AI·
though any value of m;:: 2 wou ld work, reasonable
x mod 8 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Note C 0 E F G A B
Table 1
Correspondencebetweenintegersmodulo 8 and
notes onakeyboard
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values inclu de m = 88 (a piano has 88 keys) and
m = 8 (an octave includes 8 notes) . Selecting m = 8,
one can establish the very straightforward cor respon-
dence appearing in Tab le 1 where x is any positiv e
integer.
In this example the symbol " is a wildcard and may
be interpreted in any number of ways. Let' s agree
that the effect of encoun tering a .. in a stri ng of no tes
is to change the duration of the previous note (if one
exists) from a quarter note to a whole note. Another
arb itrary deci sion concerns the octave in which the
notes wi ll be played. Again let's let that decision be
idiosynchractic, entirely up to the di scretion of the
composer.
Table 2 reveals the sequence of notes generated in this
manner by the first 24 terms of the Fibonacci sequence.
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Table 2
NotesGenerated by the Fibonacci Sequence mod 8
With our conventions concerning octaves, duration,
and the interpretation of the .., and assuming com-
mon (4/4) time, the first four measures of thi s song
are depicted in Figure 1.
Whil e Figure 1 reveals a surp ris ing ly mellifluous se-
quence of no tes, Table 2 invites us to examine the cy-
clic nature of the Fibonacci sequence mod 8. Specifi-
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Figure 1
The First Four Measures ofa Fibonacci Song
Before attemp ting to prove this conjecture, it may be
of interest to examine the effect of changing the modu-
lus from 8 to some other numbers,
cally, with f( n) representing the n" term of the Fi-
bonacci sequence, Table 2 suggests the following con-
jecture:
(I) f (l1) mod 8 = f(11 + 12) mod 8
(5)
f (l1 +x )=f(l1+ x - I)+ f(l1 + x -2)
~ If (l1 + x - I)+ If( 11 +x- 2)
= 2f(11 + X - 2) + 1(11 + X - 3)
~ 3f(1I+x - 3) + 2( 11 + X - 4)
= 5f (1I + X- 4) + 3f(1I +x - 5)
It is a simple ma tter to verify that the Fibonacci se-
quence mod 7 is:
{i.t . 2. 3, 5, t.e.o, 6, 6, 5, 4, 2, 6, 1, 0, 1. 1,2 , 3, 5. 1.6. 0 , 6, 6. 5, 4, 2, 6, 1.O•..}
The coefficients of the terms on the right are all Fi-
bonacci numbers and so (5) may be written as:
These sequences suggest the following conjec tures:
an d that the Fibonacci sequence mod 6 is:
11, l, 2,3,5, 2. 1.3. 4.1 , 5.0, 5, 5, 4, 3, 1,4,5 , 3, 2, 5, I, 0, 1.1, 2, 3, 5, 2, ..j
(2)
(3)
f (l1) mod 7 = f(11 + 16) mod 7
f (l1) mod 6 ~ f (11 + 24) mod 6
(6)
f(11 +x ) = j(2)f(11 + X - 1)+ f(l) f (11 + X - 2)
= f(3)f(11 +x - 1) + f( 2)f(11 + X - 2)
~ I (4)I(11 + X - 2)+ f(3)f(1I + X - 3)
~ I(5 )j{11 + x - 3) + I(4 )f (11 + x - 4 )
This theorem can be readily proved by induction on x
[2, p. 2891.
Equations (6) sugges t the following theorem:
I(11 + x ) = I(I1)I(x + I) + j{11 -I)j{x).
Since all three conjectures involve the terms f(n) and
f(n + x), it may be of interest to examine the relation-
ship between these two expressions .
PROPERTIESOF THE FIBONACCI SEQUENCE
Recall tha t the Fibonacci seq uence is defined recur-
sively by the equations:
Theorem 1:
For n ~ 2 and x ~ J,
m divides r(x + 1) - L
I(I1) mod m =I(11 +x ) mod m.
(4)
f (1 )= 1
j(2) = 1
j{k) =f (k - 1) + f(k - 2)'/or k > 2
Corollary 1:
For x ~ L if m divides f (x ) and
then
Using (4) rep eatedl y, no tice that:
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Proof:
Given any pos itive integer n , su p pose
J i
f(n + x ) mod m = k , Then there is some C E Z with
(7) f(n +x)=cm+k
We wish to show that f (n) mod m = k . Since, by hy-
po thesis, mdividesf(x +I) -1 and m divides fix s.
there exist r, S E Z with
(8) f(x + 1) -1 =rm (i.e.,/(x +I)~ 1mod m)
and
(9) j {x) ~ sm (i.e.,/(x) ~ 0 mod m)
Case 1:
Assume n = I . Then
f(x + n) mod m ~ f ix + 1) mod m
= 1mod m (from (8))
~ f (l) mod m
~ f en) mod m
Case 2:
Assume n :?: 2. Then from Theorem 1
is created using the algorithm descr ibed in this paper,
and if m divides f(x) as we ll as f(x + 1) - l• a string
of notes so gener ated wi ll repeat indefinitely, i.e.. the
song is periodic with period .r .
A natural question to raise is whether the sufficient
condition of Corollary 1 is also necessary. The fol-
lowing corollary answers this question affirma tively.
Corollary 2:
If f (n + x) mod m = f(n ) for fixed positive integers
x and m and for all positive integers m , th en
m divides f(x + 1) -1 and m divides f (x ).
Proof:
Choos ing n = 1, the h ypothesi s imp lies tha t
f (1+x ) mod m =fe ll mod m for fixed pos itive inte-
gers x and m . So, f(l+x)-f(I)~ Omodm, or
f (1+x)-I es 0 mod m, i.e.. m divides f(1+x) - I.
To prove that m divides f (x) , begin with (0):
f en + x) ~ f en) + (f(x + I) - 1)I(n)+ f en- I)f (x )
Rewriting, we get:
f en - I)f(x) ~ f(n + x) - f(n) - j {n)(I(x + 1) - 1)
(10)
fen + x)~ f(n) f(x + I)+ f (n - I)f (x)
~ f (n) + V(x + I) - I)f(n) + f(n - I)f(x ) In part icular:
from (7), (8), and (9) we have
em + k ~ fen) + (rm)f(n )+ f en - I)(sm)
so
fen) ~ {c- If (n)- .'1(n - I))m + k
f(n) ~kmodm
Corollary 1 esta blishes a condition that is su fficient to
assure that j {n ) mod m =f(n +x) mod m . Ex-
pressed in the musical con text in which this investi-
gation originated, this coro llary asserts that if a song
38
f (x ) ~ f (l)f(x) ~ ef(2 + x) - f(2)) - f (2)(f(x + I) - I)
Since by hypothes is f(2 + .r] - f(2) ~ 0 mod m, and
since m divides f (x + I) - I , m divides f( x).
CONCLUSIONS
This article estab lishes necessa ry and sufficient con-
di tions for f(1I + x) mod m = f(n) mod m where
f(n) is the nih term of the Fibonacci sequence . Musi-
cally, the resu lt can be interpre ted in terms of when a
sequence of notes generated by the Fibonacci sequence
is periodic . The novelty of the article lies in its dem-
onstration that the relationship between mathemat-
ics and music is a two-way street. Beginning with a
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mathematical algorithm involving the Fibonacci se-
quence and the concept of modularity to compose a
musical piece. we were rather unexpectedly led to a
result in number theory.
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